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How to use this document 
The instructions printed here are intended for readers who have a basic understanding of 
Excel, including use of graphs.  However, even beginning users should be able to pick up 
these concepts after some practice.   
 
This document is intended as a companion to an Excel software package designed for use 
in entering, summarizing, and graphing macroinvertebrate data.  It contains separate 
sections on   

• entering data 
• analyzing data with the automatic calculations the spreadsheet performs 
• creating charts 
• a “chart gallery” which is a description of the sample charts that exist in the 

accompanying Excel files – and with discussion of how they were made. 
 
To get the best use from this guidance document, you’ll probably want to open the Excel 
files mentioned and refer to them as you read.    

 
 

Introduction 
We’ve created an Excel utility that automatically calculates several statistical summaries 
of macroinvertebrate data you have entered, and that facilitates the display of the data in 
several different types of charts.   It uses Excel’s file organization system consisting of 
workbooks, each of which contains one or more worksheets.  Our utility depends heavily 
on an Excel feature that allows information to be retrieved from other locations in any 
worksheet, in any workbook that the user specifies.  This works by “calling” a cell 
number (e.g. F25) where the information is stored, or more conveniently, by referring to a 
name (e.g. “ephemeroptera_density”) that has been given to the cell containing the 
information desired.  
 
This utility was is intended to be compatible with macroinvertebrate sampling procedures 
published by the River Network.  These procedures are outlined in their Living Waters  
manual.  Specifically, the utility works for collections that are identified to family 
taxonomic level. 
 
The utility contains 3 major components:   
1) A data entry form patterned after the River Network’s family-level data sheet as 

found in their Living Waters manual.  A template form (worksheet dataentry) is found 
in the workbook bugdataforms.xls.  This workbook also contains some worksheets 
with sample data filled in, as well as a printer-friendly version of the form (worksheet 
hardcopy). We provide instructions below for creating electronic copies of the 
template and entering and saving your own data. 

2) A summary worksheet that summarizes pertinent information from the data you’ve 
entered (e.g. stream name, date, site, # of different organisms, several automatically 
calculated statistical metrics).  The template is found in workbook 
bugchartmaster.xls, in worksheet chartsummary.  The summary can accommodate 
information from any collection you specify, up to eleven different collections. 

3) Our “Chart Gallery” – a series of graphs that display the data contained in the 
summary sheet.  We’ve created sample graphs based on the sample data found in 
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bugdataforms.xls.  These are found in workbook bugchartmaster.xls.  To make your 
own graphs, you will need to do some tweaking of these samples.  Instructions are 
given below.  We’ve created samples for several types of graphs:   
• stacked bars showing total # of bugs in each collection 
• stacked bars showing % of each bug type in each collection 
• stacked bars with connecting lines to indicate how populations grow or shrink 

from one collection to the next 
• pie charts, with and without legends 
• a few bar charts that display various metrics (e.g. EPT richness). 

 
These are found in various worksheets with self-descriptive names: stackedtotnum, 
stacked%, stackedlines, pie, and metrics.   
 
Note on Excel architecture:  Excel uses workbooks, each of which contains one or more 
worksheets. A workbook has a file name with an .xls, xlw, or .xlt (for templates) 
extension.  A worksheet can also be named – the name is found on a tab at the bottom of 
the worksheet.  We found that when translating a Microsoft version of Excel to Mac 
computers, the .xlt extension didn’t work, so you might want to avoid those. 
 
For the most part, the graphs in this utility display only the number or % of each type of 
organism per collection.  We have produced a few graphs that display translated data 
(metrics) such as EPT richness (# of ephemeroptera, plecoptera and trichoptera families), 
EPT/chironomid ratio, and % model affinity (a comparison to a “model” 
macroinvertebrate community - more on this later).  Hopefully, these templates will 
enable you to create other types of graphs for your own needs, with only modest 
additional effort.  Please let us know how these work for you.   If you experience trouble 
following these directions or if you find any errors in the files, please contact  
 
Jerry Schoen 
MassWWP 
413/545-5532   
jschoen@tei.umass.edu 
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Entering Your Macroinvertebrate Data   
 

Create a blank a data entry form   
For each collection (or sample) you obtain, make a copy of the template data entry form. 
Open workbook bugdataforms.xls.  Before you do anything else, save it as a different 
workbook under a different name (e.g. “cushmanbugs.xls”).   
 
Note:  When naming worksheets or workbooks, avoid use of spaces, hyphens, “#”, “?”, 
or similar characters. Use an underscore if you wish to connect two_words. 
 
To be safe, you should also copy the dataentry worksheet itself.  To do so: 

• With Excel open to your new workbook (cushmanbugs.xls), open the “edit” 
command; or, with the cursor on the dataentry worksheet name tab, right click the 
cursor 

• select “move or copy sheet…” 
• click on “create a copy” 
• enter or select a workbook name if you are moving it to a new or different 

workbook 
• give the worksheet a name - see naming rules as mentioned above.   
• You must make worksheet copies this way, rather than clicking on a large range 

of cells in the worksheet and copying those to a new sheet.  If you do that, several 
of the “named” cells that we have created will not survive the copy.  This will 
make it impossible for the graphing tool to find the cells containing your data. 

• Once the worksheet copy is completed, it’s a good idea to save the entire 
workbook. 

 
Enter data into the new worksheet.   

Enter data into the fields that are colored yellow.  There are two categories of information 
you will enter: 

• Information about the collection itself: stream name, site number, sampler 
name(s), date, etc. 

• Numbers that help the utility with some of the calculations it will perform:   
- the number of squares that your sorting trays are divided into (default is 12) - 

this is entered in cell Q5; 
- the number of replicates that you collected (between 1 and 3) -  (cell K6); 
- for each replicate: how many squares you actually picked to get your 

subsample – (cells L6, M6, N6). 
 

Note:  You may occasionally collect an organism that you cannot fully identify, but want 
to include in your population assessment.  For instance, you may know you have a 
mayfly but you can’t identify it further than that.  In such a case, enter the number in the 
extra spaces provided for each group (e.g. rows 22 or 23 for mayflies).  It’s unlikely, but 
you may also collect an organism that doesn’t fall into any of the named groups on this 
data sheet. If you are sure you have an aquatic invertebrate larva that is not listed in this 
data sheet, place your entry in row 73 or 74, in the “Other” category.  In either of these 
cases, you should provide a tolerance value for the critters you’ve entered, so it doesn’t 
bias your overall family biotic index score towards cleaner water.  (If you don’t put in a 
value, it will count as zero, which equates to highly pollution intolerant).  Consult an 
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aquatic entomology expert or try searching the web (e.g. via Google) for literature on 
tolerance values for that critter.  If you’re still not sure what to enter, try this:  if you 
know the order or class, enter an average value for that group  (e.g. you might want to 
enter a “3” for a mayfly).  To give you an idea of what values are representative of 
various families within each taxonomic group, look at the numbers in the “T” column 
(just to the right of the organism name).  This shows the pollution tolerance on a scale of 
0 –10.  Some orders or classes have wide variations, so use your best judgment 
 
Once you have completed the data entry sheet, save the workbook.  If you have another 
collection to enter, create another blank entry sheet and repeat the process. 
 

Data entry sheet notes 
The data entry sheets serve several functions:  
• They provide a place to directly record and store information from your collection.  
• They tally summaries for your collection.  For instance, they will calculate the 

average density and richness for each taxonomic family, then total these numbers for 
each order and for the entire collection.  You may notice these fields being 
automatically updated as you are entering your data. 

• They will perform several statistical calculations that help you characterize the health 
of your stream as indicated by your collection (e.g. ratio of different functional 
feeding groups, % of population for each family, biotic index, etc.).   

 
Most of the statistical calculations for an individual collection are done in the data entry 
worksheet.  These results are then made available to the chartsummary sheet in the 
bugchartmaster workbook, where further calculations, comparisons of multiple 
collections, and graphing of results are done.  All the metrics used in both the data entry 
and the chart summary sheets are explained in River Network’s Living Waters manual. 
 

Functional feeding group totals 
Functional feeding groups do not break down neatly along family or order lines.  When 
you look at the River Network data entry sheets, notice the ranges titled “FFG”.  In these, 
River Network has indicated with abbreviations which functional group(s) each family 
belongs to.  Some families have genera or species that fall into separate feeding groups;  
River Network has indicated these by listing all the groups that they might fall into (e.g. 
“FC/PR”, or “GC/PR/SH”).   We have totaled these “split” groups by dividing the 
average density for that family (or order or class in some cases) by the number of feeding 
groups listed in the FFG cell and then adding these numbers to the appropriate FFG total. 
(FFG totals can be seen in the cells at the lower right portion of the spreadsheet).  For 
instance, a family with 2 organisms found and an “FC/PR” FFG designation would get 1 
additional tally each for Filtering Collectors and Predators  in the FFG totals.  We realize 
that this crude method of totaling numbers for critters with uncertain feeding habits will 
lead to some level of inaccuracy.  To obtain a higher degree of accuracy, you should 
consult an expert.   In addition, any organisms that you record as an “unknown” family 
will not be tallied at all under the FFG totals, so you may occasionally see a small 
discrepancy between FFG totals and overall collection totals.  
 

Named cells - how they work in this utility  
The utility relies on named cells to locate information within a worksheet or between 
worksheets.  Many of the cells in the data entry and the chartsummary worksheets have 
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formulae in them (e.g. “= ephemeroptera_density”) which produce the value found in the 
cell that has been given that name.   
 
For the most part, there are 4 areas in the data entry sheet where named cells are found:   
• In cells that identify the collection itself or contain miscellaneous information about 

the collection  - e.g. the stream name, sample date, number of squares on tray, and 
similar information found in the yellow data entry cells near the top of the sheet.  

• In the subtotal tallies for density and richness for families and orders themselves.  For 
instance, cell F25 is named “ephemeroptera_density” and cell I25 is named 
“ephemeroptera_richness”.  These subtotal cells are light green. 

• In the “Summary Totals” section (cells S34 – T51).  Cells T34-T51 repeat the density 
totals for various organisms.   Of these, “other diptera” , “Other misc…” and “other 
affinity…” are  named cells.  Cells S34 – S51 tabulate the % of total population for 
each major group.  Most of these are named cells.   

• In the “Metrics Summary” section (cells T54-T69), which calculates many of the 
statistical metrics  

 
If you place the cursor over a cell, you can see whether it’s a named cell or not.   A white 
box at the upper left of your screen - just above the spreadsheet - will either show the cell 
number (which means it’s not a named cell) or list the name of the cell.  To find out 
where particular named cells are located, click the down arrow on this box, scroll down 
to the name you are curious about, click on that, and the screen will go to that cell and 
highlight it. 
 
“Other” Notes  
 “Other_misc_density” is used to tally lepidoptera, hemiptera, and 2 user-named critter 
types (cells O73 & O74) that are either unknown or not covered by any other families, 
orders or classes specifically named in the data entry sheet.  
 
“Other_affinity_groups” is a combined tally of all those organisms not otherwise 
specifically named for the NY State % Affinity Group metric.  It includes 
“other_misc_density” and “other_diptera_density”, as well as density totals for odonates, 
megaloptera, amphipods, isopods, gastropods, pelecypods, decapods and hirudinea.  
 

Organizing your data entry workbooks and worksheets. 
Consider how you want to organize the data you enter.  Each sample, or collection, will 
be entered in a single worksheet with a unique name.  Conceivably, you could place all of 
your worksheets in a single workbook, adding worksheets each time you document new 
samples.  However, this may eventually create extremely large files, which poses two 
problems:  1) it can cause problems when trying to transfer files via diskettes or email; 2) 
is may slow you down as Excel recalculates values with each new data point entry. 
Consequently, it may be better to create separate workbooks, each containing data sets 
that are logically linked.  Here are 3 example strategies for organizing data.  Depending 
on the nature of your program, any of these might work well - or you may want to devise 
a different file system:   
• Save all the data from one year in a single workbook, with different worksheets for 

each collection.  For instance, workbook 2003data.xls might contain worksheets 
gr1may, gr2may, gr3may and gr1sept, gr2sept and gr3sept, representing 3 different 
Green River sites that were sampled in May and September. Another workbook 
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2001data.xls would contain similar sheets for the following year.  If you sample a lot 
of sites or sample frequently throughout the year, you may want to break the year into 
smaller units, to avoid producing very large files. 

• Save all the data from one site in a single workbook, year in and year out.  Because 
macroinvertebrate sites aren’t usually sampled more than once or twice a year, it will 
take a long time to produce workbooks that are so large as to be unwieldy. 

• Save all the data from one date, or one month.  This might be best if you have a large 
program with a lot of sites.  

 
In terms of retrieving data, any of the above strategies should work.  However, if your 
collections are spread among too many workbooks, it may slow system performance to 
have several open at the same time.   Also, if you for some reason don’t keep all 
workbooks on the same computer or in the same directory, you may have problems 
locating or obtaining the data you want to work with. 
 
Do not change the format of the data entry worksheets.  In a few cases, the graphing 
utility finds data by referring to absolute cell locations (e.g.  cell F3) in the source 
worksheets, rather than a named cell (e.g. “ephemeroptera_density”).  Named cells will 
retain their value even if they are moved, but if you were to insert a row or a column in 
the source worksheets, an absolute cell reference would return the wrong data. 
 
 
 
Analyzing your data  
  
Select the worksheets you want to analyze  

• Open any workbooks that contain data that you want to analyze or graph.  
• Open bugchartmaster.xls and save it with a new name.   
• Open the chartsummary sheet found in this workbook.  Notice that there is room 

to store data from 11 different samples (sample#1, sample#2… sample#11).  Each 
of these 11 columns will store information about one sample.  For the time being, 
most of the cells in these columns are likely to show “#REF!”.   Don’t worry about 
that.  It means that they aren’t able to locate, or reference, the information they are 
looking for.  We’ll fix that in a moment.   

• The column labeled “Sample #1” is intended to contain your “reference”, or 
“control” data.  All of your other samples (from #2 up to #11) will compute 
statistical comparisons with Sample #1.  These comparisons are intended to help 
your study questions about differences in water quality among different sites, 
dates, etc.  Refer to your study design to determine which sample you should 
enter as Sample #1.  See the Living Waters manual for a longer discussion of this.  
You may want to view your data set from several different perspectives.  This can 
be easily done by rearranging the sample order so that a different sample is listed 
as Sample#1 each time.   Here’s how: 

• Notice the yellow cells immediately below the “Sample #1”, “Sample #2”, etc. 
headings.  In the upper cell (labeled “Source workbook:”), enter the name of the 
workbook that contains your Sample #1 data.  Depending on what version of 
Excel you use, you may have to include the extension for the workbook – e.g. 
“.xls”, “.xlw” or “.xlt” (“.xlt” doesn’t seem to work with Macs).  In the lower 
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yellow cell (labeled “source worksheet:”) enter the name of the worksheet 
containing the data.    

• You’ll notice that as soon as you enter the workbook and worksheet names, 
“#REF!” will disappear from the column’s cells and be replaced with various data.  
If this doesn’t happen, it means one of three things:  

! you haven’t entered any data for that sample# 
! the workbook / worksheet you’ve just named isn’t currently open in 

Excel 
! you’ve entered an incorrect name for either the workbook or the 

worksheet in question. 
• If you are analyzing more than one sample, enter the workbook and worksheet 

names for each collection, under columns “Sample #2”, “Sample #3”, etc.  If you 
intend to graph this data, enter the names in the order you would want them to 
appear on a chart from left to right (or top to bottom if your value axis is 
horizontal).  You can open as few or as many worksheets as you want, up to the 
limit of 11. 

 
Note:  If you do plan to create charts from these data summaries, see the “Making 
Charts” section below for advice on file organization.  

 
 

 Review / Calculate Statistical Metrics 
As mentioned above, worksheet chartsummary performs a number of statistical 
calculations for you.  The metrics computed in this spreadsheet are all described by the 
River Network in their “Living Waters” manual.  The statistics found here can be divided 
into two categories:   

1) Those that provide statistical views of an individual collection – anything from 
the number of mayflies, stoneflies, etc. to ratio of different feeding groups or a 
family biotic index, which is a measure of the overall pollution tolerance of the 
sample.  Many of these metrics are copied from the summary statistics found in 
the associated data entry sheets.  However, there are some new ones here.  These 
can be found in rows 11 – 49 of worksheet chartsummary. 

2) Those that compare results of two or more samples, with Sample #1 always 
serving as the reference sample, as discussed above.    These are found in row 51 
(”Overall Similarity to Reference Site”) and in subsequent rows.  There are seven 
comparison metrics in this section:  Total Family Richness, EPT Family Richness, 
Family Biotic Index, % Dominance (of leading family or group), Community 
Similarity Index, % Composition Shredders, and Ratio Scrapers / Filterers.   
These are then integrated into an overall score representing similarity of any 
sample to the reference sample.   

 
Note on Community Similarity Index: 
To calculate the Community Similarity Index  (AKA Pinkham and Pearson Community 
Similarity Index), you need to enter one more item of information: the minimum % you 
want to use to identify the “dominant” families in your collection. Enter this in the 
“Minimum % family representation” row.  Enter a number for each sample that you want 
to compare with sample#1.  Living Waters suggests you start with 4%.  This directs the 
utility to search both the reference collection (sample #1) and the comparison collection 
(e.g. sample #2 or sample #3) to identify all families that make up more than 4% of the 
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total population of their respective family.  For instance, there might be 6 families in the 
reference that number at least 4% of that sample’s total population, and 5 families in 
sample #2 that number at least 4% of that sample, giving a total of 11 families for the two 
collections.  This number will appear in the row below the minimum % number you just 
entered.  If  you wish to change the # of dominant families in the two collections (Living 
Waters suggest you calculate this metric by comparing at least 10 “dominant” families), 
simply type in a different minimum %.    
 
All metric that compare a sample to the reference sample are presented in 3 formats:  

• Metric score:  an absolute value for each metric (e.g. Total Family Richness of 
27). 

• % similarity of metric to reference site:  divides the comparison sample metric 
score to the reference metric score,  yielding a % value.  This number can exceed 
100%.  Sample #1 will always come up 1.00 or 100%, because it’s being 
compared with itself. 

• Score – similarity to reference site: A value score of 1,3, or 6 is assigned to each 
metric, depending on how close it is to Sample #1.   See Living Waters for 
explanation of the value ranges. 

 
The individual metrics values are summed and compared with Sample #1, yielding a 
single water quality index score, indicating how “impaired” are the waters of each sample  
when compared with Sample #1. 
 
Viewing these statistics in worksheet chartsummary can help you see very quickly what 
kind of shape various samples, or collections are in.  We often use this worksheet as an 
in-house analytical aid to interpreting macroinvertebrate collections.  In many cases this 
provides us with all the information we need, without having to take the next step of 
creating graphs.   
 
Saving copies of chartsummary worksheet. 
Because it’s so easy to view and compare statistical summaries of different sample 
collections, you may not need to save separate copies of chartsummary worksheet unless 
you are creating graphs from this information.  We provide suggestions on saving 
chartsummary copies in the following section on graphing your results.  
 
 
Making Charts 
 
All the sample charts we have created in our “Chart Gallery” are found in workbook 
bugchartmaster.  They obtain their source data from worksheet chartsummary.  These 
charts can be useful to you in two ways:  

• modify (or copy and modify) them to make your own 
• see how we did it, then make your own from scratch 

 
We try to point out in our chart gallery which approach is easier for a particular type of 
graph.  If you do adapt existing charts, you’ll need to retain the worksheet name 
chartsummary, because all of the existing charts get their source data from this particular 
worksheet.  If you make your own, you can either use chartsummary or copy/rename it 
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and use that.  Be aware that any time you change chartsummary, you will affect all grants 
that use it for source data.   
 

To modifying existing charts 
Click anywhere on the chart.  Then either right-click the cursor or open the “chart” option 
on the standard toolbar.   Select from the options available (e.g. “Source data”, “Chart 
Type”, “Chart Options”) to make any changes you want.   
 

To create a chart from scratch 
Place the cursor on an area of the worksheet where you want the graph to appear.  Open 
Chart Wizard.  Select type. Your type is likely to be either some version of a stacked 
column chart, a pie chart, or a column chart.   It will then prompt for “data range” and 
you will then go to your chartsummary worksheet (or a renamed version of it) to select 
the range of cells that you wish to graph.  Try viewing the data series in either rows or 
columns, to see which looks best.  Some cleaning up of the series (e.g. naming or adding  
series) may be necessary.  Then finish the graph by adding titles, changing axes as 
necessary, etc.    
 
We offer more details on making specific types of graphs in the chart gallery below. You 
may find that experience is the best teacher; practice making graphs using either the copy 
or the “from scratch” method, and you should soon get the hang of it. 
 
Whether you are modifying existing charts or making new ones, you’ll need to change or 
add some information to suit your needs.  The following information is commonly called 
for: 

• Chart title, stream name, possibly dates. 
• X and Y axes.  You’ll need to check them to make sure they represent the correct 

information, that they are formatted correctly, that the Y axis in particular 
portrays a scale that’s appropriate, and that units of measure are given correctly.  
If you are showing dates on the X axis (e.g. sampling dates), you’ll probably want 
to define the X axis as a category axis, not an automatic or time-scale axis.  

• Legends may need formatting such as a change in font size, orientation, position, 
etc.  Sometimes you won’t want a legend at all, as the information will be self-
explanatory. 

• On graphs that compare multiple collections, you may want to change the number 
of collections you are comparing, which ones to compare, or the comparison 
order.    

• The pie graphs almost always need some cleaning up to make them more 
readable. 

 
Note that when you create a new chart, you can often select both the label and the value 
at the same time when defining the data range for the chart.  For instance, in a column 
chart comparing two different samples, you might harvest highlight the organism group 
names and the organism density numbers for the first two samples, all as one range.  
Excel can usually figure out that the first column is intended for labels.  However, when 
you modify a chart, you have to do it in at least two operations.   For each series that you 
want to change, you can only specify values from one column, rather than a range 
including several columns.  You would change the values for each series, and you would 
specify the Category (X) axis labels separately.   By the way, if several series use the 
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same X axis (which is common in stacked column charts), only one series need have the 
X axis labels specified.   All other series will use the same labels. 
 
 
Chart Gallery 
 
This gallery provides a number of sample graphs used to illustrate macroinvertebrate 
data.  The charts themselves are found in the indicated Excel worksheets.  Information on 
source data or on graphing techniques can generally be obtained by opening the 
worksheets, clicking on the charts and then using the “Source Data” or “Chart Options” 
menus to locate the feature in question.  We provide some information below on key 
steps that are required to make a particular graph or give it a specific feature.   
 
We have created three different categories of charts.  There are stacked columns and pie 
charts represented in the gallery. Both of these represent the numbers of each type of 
organism were found in different samples.  In addition, there are several charts used to 
illustrate various metrics that were calculated from the collections. 
 
 

Stacked column charts 
   
We’ve created 3 types of stacked column charts: 
 

• Stacked columns that represent totals for each type of organism as an absolute 
number; e.g. 43 mayflies, 12 stoneflies, etc. Columns in these graphs will be of 
different heights, as the height represents the total number of organisms collected 
from each sample.   

• 100% stacked columns which represent totals for each organism as a  per centage 
of the overall collection; e.g. mayflies were 25% of the total, caddis flies 15%, 
etc.)  The size of each segment will differ, as in the stacked columns, but all the 
columns will be the same height (i.e. to 100%). This can be misleading for 
viewers that are unfamiliar with this type of graph, so some explanation might be 
in order. 

• Stacked columns with connecting lines between columns.  These help illustrate 
decreases or increases in organism populations from one collection to the next.   
These can only be used as a version of the 100% stacked columns.   

 
You may find it easier to create new column charts rather than modify existing ones, if 
you are planning to change the source data (e.g. to compare sample #1 and sample #3 
instead of sample #2 and sample #4).   This is because when you initially create the chart, 
Excel establishes a different series for each taxonomic group, and you would have to 
change the relevant data range for each of the sixteen series.  On the other hand, if you 
are just changing chart type (e.g. from stacked columns to 100% stacked columns), it’s an 
easy matter to make the necessary changes.   Make a copy if you want to retain both 
versions – otherwise just change “Chart Type”.  
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Stacked column, total number examples 

 
One site, several dates  

Chart type:  Stacked column    
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Stackedtotnum  
Source Data:  Series are arranged in rows.  Data was retrieved from chartsummary 
worksheet by selecting a cell range that included the Taxon group names (e.g. mayflies, 
stoneflies, etc.) and the columns containing the values for the first 3 collections.  The 
series are arranged in rows.   This automatically generated all the different series and 
gave each a name (“mayflies”, etc.).   You could easily change the graph by clicking on 
the “Data Range:” option (in the “Source Data” dialogue box) and selecting different 
column ranges to add, subtract or substitute different collections.   Note that the ranges 
used don’t all have to be contiguous.  For instance, you could select the first 3 columns 
(and the taxon names), then hold the control key down and drag the cursor over the 
ranges in columns 6 and 7.  You would now have 5 samples being compared.  You would 
then need to change “Category (X) axis labels” (in the “Series” page of the dialogue box) 
by selecting new/different dates from worksheet chartsummary.   Remember to watch for 
changes that would also require title changes, etc.  
Features:  This is a simple graphic representation of the number of each taxonomic group 
in one or more different samples.  It contains a legend identifying each series. 
 
One site, several dates – data table example  
This is the same as the last example, except that it also contains a data table, listing the 
actual numbers represented by the bar segments.  This is actually not a good example of a 
good use of this feature.  It’s too busy, and it can also be very difficult to format the chart 
so that all groups are shown.  It may cut off several rows if there isn’t enough room, and 
you have to fool around resizing the chart to get all to show.  And when you think you 
have it right, it may cut off some rows when you print it.  Better to use this feature when 
there’s a little less data to show.  When making a chart like this, select the data table 
option by clicking on “chart options”, then “data table”, and toggling on the “show data 
table” selection.   
 

Multiple sites example 
Chart type:  Stacked column    
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Stackedtotnum  
Source Data:  Series are arranged in rows.  Data retrieved from chartsummary; select 
taxon group range and sample#1 range (Cushman Brook 2003).  Hold down control key 
and also select sample# 4 range (Fort River).   
 
 
100% Stacked column examples 
 
One site, several dates. Multiple sites:  
Chart type:  Stacked column    
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
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Worksheet: Stacked%  
Features:  Both of these are the same as the examples in the previous section.  However, 
the type of chart is different.  Instead of a normal stacked column chart, these are 100% 
stacked column types.  They were both created by copying the original stacked column 
charts, then opening the “source data” dialogue box, selecting “chart type”, and then the 
appropriate chart sub-type.  The only other necessary step is to change the title of the Y 
axis to reflect the different unit of measure. 
 

Formatting stacked column charts 
A number of formatting problems can occur when you change the data set you are 
graphing.  When you add columns, the data labels, data tables, legend, and titles may no 
longer fit.  There are several ways to address this.  You can make the chart wider or taller 
by clicking on a border and dragging it.   You can do also do this by resizing parts of a 
chart also – e.g. the legend box or the data plot area itself.  You may also have to change 
the font of a legend or title by right-clicking on it, selecting “format” option, and 
selecting a font and font size that fits.  Or you may want to change the alignment, 
particularly of the X-axis data labels.  To do this, select “Format Axis”, select 
“Alignment”, and then move the orientation arrow  (looks like a sundial) to a direction 
(e.g. vertical) that allows you to fit all the labels and still look good.  
 
 

Stacked columns with lines 
This variant of the 100% stacked column chart is called a stack of colors  chart by Excel. 
To create this type, open the Chart Wizard, click on “Chart Type” select “Custom Types” 
and then “Stack of Colors”.  This one defaults to some pretty strange background colors, 
so you may have to fool around with formatting the plot area and the axes to make it look 
right.  You may need to format the plot area by setting color to black and background 
color to opaque, choosing white for the color.  Format both axes in the same manner.  
 

Stacked columns with lines examples 
One site, several dates. Multiple sites 

Chart type:  Stack of colors  
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Stackedlines  
Features:  Both of these are the same as the examples in the previous section, but they 
display connecting lines between each column to show increases or decreases in 
populations for each taxonomic group from one collection to the next.  
These graphs can be created by copying any of the above graphs and changing the chart 
type.   Make sure the title of the Y axis reflects the correct unit of measure.  Notice that 
these two examples show two different approaches to placing the legend. 
 
 

Pie Charts 
 
These are good for showing the percentage of a total bug population represented by 
different taxonomic groups.  Pie charts have some disadvantages:  

• Like the 100% stacked column, it doesn’t tell you anything about sample size 
• You can only fit one collection on a graph, so you have to create multiple graphs 

to compare different samples.  See below for tips on how to do this. 
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• They sometimes look messy to start with, requiring some cleaning up.  Discussion 
of this below.   

 
However, pie charts are popular and easily understood by a variety of audiences.  There 
are two common ways you might use pie charts: to show the contribution of each 
taxonomic group; or to show contributions of each functional feeding group to the total 
population.  We have examples of each use.   
 

Pie Chart Examples 
 

Taxonomic groups # 1 and 2.  Labels and % displayed around chart 
Chart type:  Pie    
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Pie  
Features:  Displays the number of organisms in each family or taxonomic group as a 
percentage of the whole population. The first example here shows what a pie chart looks 
like immediately upon creation - before any additional formatting is done.  Because there 
are so many taxonomic groups, each represented by a slice that is labeled, the identifying 
labels are illegible.  The second example shows what it’s like after being cleaned up.  
 
To make this chart, select the data range from sheet chartsummary.  For this example, the 
range includes the cells containing the taxonomic group names (e.g. “mayflies” to 
“other”) and the cells containing the numbers found in each of these groups for sample 
#1.  Then toggle the “Show Legend” check box off.  Open the “Data Labels” tab and 
select “Show label and per cent”.   Finish the chart by assigning title, etc.  Now you have 
to clean it up.  Place the cursor somewhere on the sea of numbers and text that surround 
the pie.  When you click twice (slowly), you will isolate one of the label/% values.  Drag 
this off to the side so you can read it.  If it indicates 0%, clear it (i.e. erase it).  Keep 
doing this until all “empty” taxonomic groups are eliminated.  Move around any of the 
remaining ones necessary to make the graph look the way you want it.   
 
 

Taxonomic groups #3.  With legend 
Chart type:  Pie    
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Pie  
Features:  This one uses a legend along the side rather than arraying labels around the pie.  
It’s a lot cleaner and easier to produce than the previous examples, but it can be 
confusing because there are often colors that are hard to tell apart.   In addition, the 
legend may show a color that’s not represented on the pie, because the value for a family  
may be zero.  To avoid this, place the cursor on the pie slice representing the top family 
on the legend (e.g. mayflies).   You should see an identifying box pop up, displaying 
something like “Series ‘Taxon’ Point ‘Mayflies’ Value ’33%’” etc.  Move around the pie 
to locate “missing” legend entries – i.e. those with 0 values.  For each of these, go back to 
the legend, place the cursor on the missing taxonomic group until the legend shows black 
squares around it, then clear that legend entry.  Continue until you’ve removed all legend 
entries for families with no critters.  
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Functional Feeding Groups.  Comparing 2 samples 
Chart type:  Pie  
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Pie  
Features:  These two charts display the contribution of functional feeding groups to as a 
percentage of an overall population rather than taxonomic numbers.  They are taken from 
two different samples – samples # 6 and 7 in this example.  They are constructed in the 
same manner as the previous charts.   This example also shows how you can compare 
multiple collections.  We lined up two graphs one above the other and added some text 
on the worksheet itself, just above the top graph.  You can print these together.  Here’s 
how:  

• highlight cells surrounding the two charts, so that both charts are completely 
within the highlighted range as is the text above the top chart.  

• open the “file” menu on your toolbar,  
• set “print what” to “selection”,  
• open “page setup”,  
• set it to “1 page wide by 1 page tall” 
• Center the chart vertically and horizontally 
• Print. 
This will give you a printout of the 2 charts plus the explanatory text. 

 
Tips on formatting pie charts 

Sometimes you will want to resize the pie.  To do this, position the cursor near (e.g. just 
below left) of the pie shape; click it to get a square around the pie.  Then drag the cursor 
to resize. 
 
If you using a pie chart with legend box, you may need to stretch the chart boundaries or 
resize the legend box or legend text to make things fit.  Or right-click while the cursor is 
over the legend, select “format legend” and change font size.    
 
 

Metrics 
 
We’ve created a few charts that display metrics - different statistical interpretations of the 
data.  These are created as simple clustered column charts (i.e. they are not stacked).  
They all portray a vertical bar with the height of the bar representing the value of a 
statistic for a particular sample.  Worksheet metrics contains these charts.   
 

Metrics chart examples 
Total Family Richness and EPT richness 

Chart type:  Clustered column 
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Metrics 
Features:  This compares two sites and two indicators.  It measures the total number of 
families in a collection (total family richness) and the number of families that are either 
mayfly (ephemeroptera), stonefly (plecoptera), or caddis fly (trichoptera) (EPT richness).  
Note that’s number of families, not individual organisms.  It’s a measure of how healthy 
the water is: the higher the number, the healthier the stream.   
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This graph was created by selecting date from worksheet chartsummary.   When 
prompted for the source data, we opened chartsummary, held down the control key and 
highlighted cells containing the names “EPT Richness” and “Total Family Richness” and 
then the cells containing the values for these, in samples # 1 (Cushman Brook) and #4 
(Fort River).   We then changed the Y axis scale to top out at 24 with major and minor 
intervals at 4 and 2 instead of the default scale.  We manually added the X axis label and 
formatted it so that the stream names appeared in the correct position.  Finally, we added 
an autoshape  line and callout box (with text) to indicate what is considered a minimum 
number of EPT families for a healthy stream.   This last feature is a bit problematic – as 
you’ll see, these shapes disappear and reappear when you move the cursor on and off the 
chart.  Another problem with using autoshapes like this is that they can move in relation 
to the Y axis numbers if you rescale the graph.  So it’s a good idea to check the shapes to 
make sure they appear correctly just prior to printing this graph.   
 

Family Biotic Index 
Chart type:  Clustered column 
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Metrics 
Features:  This compares one site on three different dates.   It illustrates the family biotic 
index, or average pollution tolerance value for all organisms.   If you wished,  you could 
add  interpretive lines and text similar to the previous example.  The Living Waters 
manual offers 7 different categories ranging from excellent to very poor.  Displaying all 
of these categories would create a very busy graph.   We suggest you use this feature 
judiciously.  Sometimes too much information gets in the way of understanding.  
 

Overall Similarity Index 
Chart type:  Clustered column 
Workbook: Bugchartmaster  
Worksheet: Metrics 
 
This example compares three samples to a “reference sample”: two old Cushman Brook 
samples and one current-year Fort River sample to a current-year Cushman Brook 
sample, using the scoring metric developed by River Network for their Living Waters 
manual.   Because this contains  a lot of information, it should be accompanied by 
additional written or oral explanation when the chart is presented to an audience. 
 
To make this chart, data were obtained from worksheet chartsummary, cells containing 
the % overall similarity score.  As in the family richness example, lines and text were 
added to indicate water quality ranges.   We had to monkey around a bit with the X axis 
labels to get them to print stream names and dates;  selecting the stream names as the 
source location for the labels, then using “Chart Options” to type in the dates after the 
stream names, then moving and spacing the date characters to fit under the appropriate 
stream names.  We also adjusted the Y Axis scale to reflect 100% maximum. 
 
 It would be a relatively simple task to make graphs of other metrics such as % 
Contribution of Dominant Family, %  EPT/Chironomid ratio, etc., using the methods 
described in these examples.   
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Formatting tips:  maintaining a consistent color scheme  
 
When creating charts, you may find that the color scheme is different from ones you’ve 
created earlier.  For instance, mayflies may be represented by maroon slices or bars in 
one chart, by blue in another.  This can cause obvious identification problems when 
displaying multiple charts.  The simplest way to avoid this is to create a new chart by 
copying one that is similar to what you want, then changing the attributes you want to 
change (e.g. the title, the data ranges to display, etc.).   It also helps to make sure that 
different lists which are to be graphed have the same number of entries, in the same order 
as each other.   
 
If you ever need to change the color scheme for an existing chart, you will you have to 
change colors in each series, one by one.  If you do need to do this, try these steps.  Note 
that the example here discusses pie charts, but it would work the same for segments 
within column charts: 
• Place the cursor on a pie slice.  (You may need to click once or twice).  Then right 

click, until you see a dialogue box allowing you to “format data point”. 
• Select the color you want from the matrix shown.   
• Do this for each element of the series. 
 
This approach can be difficult if you have very small pie slices that you don’t notice.  
Alternatively, you can create a legend for the chart, click on the legend to change colors 
in the same manner just described, then erase the legend.  The pie slice colors will retain 
their new color.   
 
 

Tips for printing 
 
If you are using a black and white printer, select “Print in black and white” option to 
change colors to patterns. Click “File” on the toolbar, then select “Page Setup”.  Be aware 
that the appearance may not be all that appealing for small slices or segments of a chart. 
 
 

Importing charts to your web page 
 
If you want all the graphics in the worksheet to be posted on a separate page on the web: 
• Click on File, Save As HTML 
• Choose any graph from the menu list 
• Click Next 
• Click Next to create an independent HTML document 
• Edit the fields as you wish on the next menu, then click Next 
• Type the path and file name for your new HTML document 
• Click Finish 
• Upload the document onto your web site and don’t forget to link to it! 
 
If you want only one graphic on the page: 
• Highlight the graph you want and copy it 
• Open a new workbook 
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• Paste the graph 
• Then follow the same steps as above, saving as HTML 
 
If you want to put the graphic(s) on an existing web page: 
• In your HTML editor, open the HTML document where you want the graphic 
• At the spot where you want the graphic, type <!--##Table##--> into the code 
• In the excel workbook, follow the first set of directions above, but in step 2 of 4 in the 
Internet Wizard Assistant, choose “Insert the converted data into an existing HTML file” 
• Choose “Open the file directly” and type the path to that file 
• Then follow the wizard’s instructions. 
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